1 Φ Our theme is a theorem on doubly invariant subspaces attributed to Wiener in the folk lore; our discussion was inspired by that of HelsonLowdenslager [2] on simply invariant subspaces and a course of lectures by Professor Helson on this subject. Let ^ί denote a closed subspace of U of the circle | z \ -1, which we shall denote as L\e ix ).
Let λ denote the function on | z I = 1 defined by X(e ίx ) = e ix . Say that ^£ is doubly invariant if /e^C=>λ/, \~xf^^£.
An example of such a subspace is the set of all / e L\e ix ) which vanish on a fixed measurable subset E. Wiener's theorem asserts that every doubly invariant £ is of this form. A similar result holds for L 2 of the real line too (which we shall denote as U{dt)). In this case a doubly invariant subspace is any closed subspace ^£ of L\dt) such that fe^f=> e iVli fz^€ for all real u, and every such subspace consists precisely of all functions in L\dt) which vanish on a fixed measurable subset E of the line. In either case-the circle or the line-^f determines E uniquely. We shall refer to either of these cases as the scalar case.
Wiener's theorem extends to L 2 spaces of vector valued functions on the circle or the line. Let gίf be any separable Hubert space and L^ denote the set of all functions on | z \ -1 with values in £$f which are weakly measurable and whose norms are square integrable. L\% is a Hubert space for the inner product (/, g) = Γ W), g(e* ))dσ J-JΓ where the inner product on the right is the one in β^ and dσ = (l/2π)dx. The doubly invariant subspaces of L\ e are defined exactly as before. An example of such a subspace in this case can be given as follows:
Let J? be a range function meaning a function on | z | = 1 to the family of closed subspaces of §ίf, defined a.e. Two range functions which agree a.e. are regarded as the same function. Let P(e ίx ) be the self adjoint projection on ^f{e ix ). Say that that ^ is "measurable" if P is weakly measurable. Given ^f measurable, let ^^ be the set of all functions feL 2 is merely prescribing the set on which all functions in ^€β vanish. Thus the above indeed generalizes the scalar case for the circle. The generalization of the line case to the vector context is now obvious.
In both the scalar and vector cases, the circle or the line and the associated Lebesgue measure are inessential. Let X be any locally compact space and m a regular Borel measure on X and let P be any subspace of L^dm) which is weak* dense. Say that a closed subspace ^/ί oί. L\dm) or Ll%(dm) is doubly invariant if it is invariant for multiplication by functions in P. Then the doubly invariant subspaces of If {dm) or L 2^( dm) have precisely the same structure as in the circle or the line case. The circle corresponds to the situation 'm(X) < oo' and the line to 'm(X) = co'; the subspace P corresponds in either case to the set of all trignometric polynomials.
In this paper we first give a proof of Wiener's theorem for the scalar circle case and show that essentially the same proof applies to the line case too. We then generalize our proof to yield the vector case. Our proof for the (scalar and vector) circle case applies word for word (with obvious changes) to the context of finite regular measure spaces mentioned above; our proof of the line case could be adapted to the context of infinite measure spaces. By modifying our proof for the vector case we obtain a theorem (Theorem 5) on range functions of constant dimension which incidentally gives a characterization of range functions associated with simply invariant subspaces with no remote past (Theorem 6). Finally we show that in the scalar case
The Wiener L 2 theorem is known. In the scalar case, direct proofs are also known; our proof seems to be simpler. In the vector case our version of the theorem was suggested by Professors Helson and Lowdenslager; we have not seen in the literature a direct proof of the theorem in this case. It could be derived as a corollary from the following general theorem in the theory of 'rings of operators': 
Hence ^// = C^L 2 . The uniqueness of E' is trivial in both the cases. as {ej generate Jg^. Now G ^f^ = ^f % so that ^(β**) e ^T(β ίa; ) a.e. for all k. It follows that rίe^) a.e. Interchanging ^ and ^ we conclude that a.e.
3.2. The functions {gJ defined in § 3.1 provide a measurable basis pointwise a.e. for ^. We shall show that we can secure the {q k } to be orthogonal a.e. The usual orthogonalization process can be applied at every point but the measurability of the resulting functions needs to be proved. This can be avoided by a slight modification of our construction of the q k 's which while preserving their other properties also ensures their pointwise orthogonality. The modification is the following:
Let QΊ be the orthogonal projection of e x on ^/ί and let ^V[ be the closed span of {λ n gχ} Λ . Then <Λ^ is doubly invariant and so iŝ θ >^ί Let now q 2 be the projection of e 2 on ^/ί γ and let c ^#1 be the closed span of {X n q 2 }. If dimension ^(e ix ) = co a.e., this construction defines q r n for every n; if dimension ^{e ix ) -N < co a.e., the construction proceeds exactly iV steps and defines Qu Q f 2, , ^ a.e. The verification that the g'/s satisfy the requirements of the theorem is not hard.
The above theorem has an interesting corollary. Say that a closed subspace ^// c L\ e is "simply invariant" if \ n^f c ^ήf for all n ^ 0 but not for all n < 0. The range function ^ associated with the smallest doubly invariant subspace containing ^//, we shall call the "range function of ^/έ". The subspace ^C = Π^o λ %^€^ we shall call the "remote past" of ^C If ^C = {0} (when ^ is said to be without remote past) it can be shown from the L\ e version of a theorem of Lax [3, p. 300] 4. The modification employed in § 2 for discussing the line case in the scalar context carries over without change to the vector situation and extends Theorems 3-5 to L\% over the line. Theorem 6 remains true but needs to be discussed anew; we omit the details. 5. Let m be a regular Baire measure on a locally compact space X and P a subspace of L°°(dm) which is weak* dense. The reasoning given in § 2-3 shows that the doubly invariant subspaces ^ of L\dm) are the subspaces of the form C E L W2) . Let P α be the subalgebra generated by P and constants in L°°(dm). The closed subspace [/2-PJ2 generated by f 2 
